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                                “When I am asked about great makers of cellos who are making instruments today, your name is always near the top of the list. Great sound that is easily accessible and responsive to nuance combined with your own very personal sense of aesthetics which is so attractive.”
                                


                                --Brian Lloyd
                                


                            
                        


                    

                



                

                    Cellos


                    
                        Imagine a cello easy to play even if your thumb just lost its callous. Consider a sound that doesn't stay hidden somewhere inside but jumps out at the touch of a bow. Quick response, rich baritone on lower strings and clear singing upper strings describe my concept of cello tone.
                        


                        Cellos start at $45,000
                        


                    

                    Click on images below for details.
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                        Read An American Master Violinmkaker at Work, an article from Forbes Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        Read  The Art of Violin Making—A modern luthier crafts her own tradition, an article from Strings Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        
                            “No modern maker, in my opinion, embodies the essence of the old masters, the vision, the creativity,
                            the instinctive tonal mastery, better than Anne Cole.”
                            

                            --Joel Becktell
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